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1: Full text of "The Annals of Tacitus : Books IV"
Tacitus (Cornelius), famous Roman historian, was born in 55, 56 or 57 CE and lived to about He became an orator,
married in 77 a daughter of Julius Agricola before Agricola went to Britain, was quaestor in 81 or 82, a senator under the
Flavian emperors, and a praetor in

Suddenly fortune deranged everything; the emperor became a cruel tyrant, as well as an abettor of cruelty in
others. Of this the cause and origin was Aelius Sejanus, commander of the praetorian cohorts, of whose
influence I have already spoken. I will now fully describe his extraction, his character, and the daring
wickedness by which he grasped at power. Born at Vulsinii, the son of Seius Strabo, a Roman knight, he
attached himself in his early youth to Caius Caesar, grandson of the Divine Augustus, and the story went that
he had sold his person to Apicius, a rich debauchee. Soon afterwards he won the heart of Tiberius so
effectually by various artifices that the emperor, ever dark and mysterious towards others, was with Sejanus
alone careless and freespoken. He had a body which could endure hardships, and a daring spirit. He was one
who screened himself, while he was attacking others; he was as cringing as he was imperious; before the
world he affected humility; in his heart he lusted after supremacy, for the sake of which he sometimes lavish
and luxurious, but oftener energetic and watchful, qualities quite as mischievous when hypocritically assumed
for the attainment of sovereignty. His pretexts were the demoralisation incident to a dispersed soldiery, the
greater effectiveness of simultaneous action in the event of a sudden peril, and the stricter discipline which
would be insured by the establishment of an encampment at a distance from the temptations of the city. As
soon as the camp was completed, he crept gradually into the affections of the soldiers by mixing with them
and addressing them by name, himself selecting the centurions and tribunes. With the Senate too he sought to
ingratiate himself, distinguishing his partisans with offices and provinces, Tiberius readily yielding, and being
so biassed that not only in private conversation but before the senators and the people he spoke highly of him
as the partner of his toils, and allowed his statues to be honoured in theatres, in forums, and at the
head-quarters of our legions. As it would be unsafe to sweep off such a number at once by violence, while
craft would necessitate successive intervals in crime, he chose, on the whole, the stealthier way and to begin
with Drusus, against whom he had the stimulus of a recent resentment. Drusus, who could not brook a rival
and was somewhat irascible, had, in a casual dispute, raised his fist at Sejanus, and, when he defended himself,
had struck him in the face. She was a sister of Germanicus, and though she was not handsome as a girl, she
became a woman of surpassing beauty. And she, the niece of Augustus, the daughter-in-law of Tiberius, the
mother of children by Drusus, for a provincial paramour, foully disgraced herself, her ancestors, and her
descendants, giving up honour and a sure position for prospects as base as they were uncertain. Still the
magnitude of the crime caused fear and delay, and sometimes a conflict of plans. Drusus indeed, difficult as it
is for power and mutual harmony to exist side by side, had the character of being kindly disposed or at least
not unfriendly towards the lads. And now the old plan, so often insincerely broached, of a progress through the
provinces, was again discussed. Tiberius also rapidly enumerated the legions and the provinces which they had
to garrison. I too ought, I think, to go through these details, and thus show what forces Rome then had under
arms, what kings were our allies, and how much narrower then were the limits of our empire. But chief
strength was on the Rhine, as a defence alike against Germans and Gauls, and numbered eight legions. Spain,
lately subjugated, was held by three. The rest of Africa was garrisoned by two legions, and Egypt by the same
number. Next, beginning with Syria, all within the entire tract of country stretching as far as the Euphrates,
was kept in restraint by four legions, and on this frontier were Iberian, Albanian, and other kings, to whom our
greatness was a protection against any foreign power. Thrace was held by Rhoemetalces and the children of
Cotys; the bank of the Danube by two legions in Pannonia, two in Moesia, and two also were stationed in
Dalmatia, which, from the situation of the country, were in the rear of the other four, and, should Italy
suddenly require aid, not to distant to be summoned. But the capital was garrisoned by its own special
soldiery, three city, nine praetorian cohorts, levied for the most part in Etruria and Umbria, or ancient Latium
and the old Roman colonies. There were besides, in commanding positions in the provinces, allied fleets,
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cavalry and light infantry, of but little inferior strength. But any detailed account of them would be misleading,
since they moved from place to place as circumstances required, and had their numbers increased and
sometimes diminished. In the first place, public business and the most important private matters were
managed by the Senate: He bestowed honours with regard to noble ancestry, military renown, or brilliant
accomplishments as a civilian, letting it be clearly seen that there were no better men to choose. The consul
and the praetor retained their prestige; inferior magistrates exercised their authority; the laws too, with the
single exception of cases of treason, were properly enforced. As to the duties on corn, the indirect taxes and
other branches of the public revenue, they were in the hands of companies of Roman knights. The emperor
intrusted his own property to men of the most tried integrity or to persons known only by their general
reputation, and once appointed they were retained without any limitation, so that most of them grew old in the
same employments. The city populace indeed suffered much from high prices, but this was no fault of the
emperor, who actually endeavoured to counteract barren soils and stormy seas with every resource of wealth
and foresight. And he was also careful not to distress the provinces by new burdens, and to see that in bearing
the old they were safe from any rapacity or oppression on the part of governors. Corporal punishments and
confiscations of property were unknown. If ever he had a dispute with a private person, it was decided in the
law courts. All this, not indeed with any graciousness, but in a blunt fashion which often alarmed, he still kept
up, until the death of Drusus changed everything. How near was the step of declaring the stranger a colleague!
Ambition at first had a steep path before it; when once the way had been entered, zealous adherents were
forthcoming. Already, at the pleasure of the commander of the guards, a camp had been established; the
soldiers given into his hands; his statues were to be seen among the monuments of Cneius Pompeius; his
grandsons would be of the same blood as the family of the Drusi. Henceforth they must pray that he might
have self-control, and so be contented. Even his confidences, now that his wife had been corrupted, were
betrayed. It was given to Drusus by Lygdus, a eunuch, as was ascertained eight years later. Seeing the consuls,
in token of their grief, sitting on the ordinary benches, he reminded them of their high office and of their
proper place; and when the Senate burst into tears, suppressing a groan, he revived their spirits with a fluent
speech. Most mourners could hardly bear even the soothing words of kinsfolk or to look on the light of day.
And such were not to be condemned as weak. But he had sought a more manly consolation in the bosom of the
commonwealth. The consuls went out, and having encouraged the young princes with kind words, brought
them in and presented them to the emperor. Taking them by the hand he said: Drusus is now lost to us, and I
turn my prayers to you, and before heaven and your country I adjure you to receive into your care and
guidance the great-grandsons of Augustus, descendants of a most noble ancestry. So fulfil your duty and mine.
To you, Nero and Drusus, these senators are as fathers. Such is your birth that your prosperity and adversity
must alike affect the State. Had the emperor set bounds to his speech, he must have filled the hearts of his
hearers with sympathy and admiration. But he now fell back on those idle and often ridiculed professions
about restoring the republic, and the wish that the consuls or some one else might undertake the government,
and thus destroyed belief even in what was genuine and noble. The same honours were decreed to the memory
of Drusus as to that of Germanicus, and many more were added. Such is the way with flattery, when repeated.
The funeral with its procession of statues was singularly grand. But I would not pass over a rumour of the
time, the strength of which is not even yet exhausted. Thus deceived, the old emperor, on sitting down to the
banquet, took the cup and handed it to Drusus. His suspicions were increased when Drusus, in perfect
unconsciousness, drank it off with youthful eagerness, apparently, out of fear and shame, bringing on himself
the death which he had plotted against his father. For who, with moderate prudence, far less Tiberius with his
great experience, would have thrust destruction on a son, without even hearing him, with his own hand too,
and with an impossibility of returning to better thoughts. Surely he would rather have had the slave who
handed the poison, tortured, have sought to discover the traitor, in short, would have been as hesitating and
tardy in the case of an only son hitherto unconvicted of any crime, as he was naturally even with strangers. No
writer has been found sufficiently malignant to fix the guilt on Tiberius, though every circumstance was
scrutinized and exaggerated. My object in mentioning and refuting this story is, by a conspicuous example, to
put down hearsay, and to request all into whose hands my work shall come, not to catch eagerly at wild and
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improbable rumours in preference to genuine history which has not been perverted into romance. This
beginning of popularity and the ill-concealed ambition of their mother Agrippina, hastened its downfall.
Sejanus when he saw that the death of Drusus was not avenged on the murderers and was no grief to the
people, grew bold in wickedness, and, now that his first attempt had succeeded, speculated on the possibility
of destroying the children of Germanicus, whose succession to the throne was a certainty. There were three,
and poison could not be distributed among them, because of the singular fidelity of their guardians and the
unassailable virtue of Agrippina. Livia availed herself of the cunning of accusers, among whom she had
selected Julius Postumus, a man well suited to her purpose, as he had an intrigue with Mutilia Prisca, and was
consequently in the confidence of Augusta, over whose mind Prisca had great influence. Vibius Serenus too,
proconsul of Further Spain, was condemned for violence in his official capacity, and was banished to the
island of Amorgus for his savage temper. Carsidius Sacerdos, accused of having helped our enemy Tacfarinas
with supplies of grain, was acquitted, as was also Caius Gracchus on the same charge. There he grew up
among outcasts who knew nothing of a liberal education, and after a while supported himself in Africa and
Sicily by petty trade. But he did not escape the dangers of high rank. Had not his innocence been protected by
Aelius Lamia and Lucius Apronius, successive governors of Africa, the splendid fame of that ill-starred family
and the downfall of his father would have dragged him to ruin. The people of Samos and Cos petitioned for
the confirmation of the ancient right of sanctuary for the respective temples of Juno and Aesculapius. The
Samians relied on a decree of the Amphictyonic Council, which had the supreme decision of all questions
when the Greeks, through the cities they had founded in Asia, had possession of the sea-coast. Cos could boast
equal antiquity, and it had an additional claim connected with the place. Roman citizens had been admitted to
the temple of Aesculapius, when king Mithridates ordered a general massacre of them throughout all the
islands and cities of Asia. Next, after various and usually fruitless complaints from the praetors, the emperor
finally brought forward a motion about the licentious behaviour of the players. The players, upon this, were
banished from Italy. This was Lucilius Longus, the partner of all his griefs and joys, the only senator who had
been the companion of his retirement in Rhodes. Everything indeed was as yet in the hands of the Senate, and
consequently Lucilius Capito, procurator of Asia, who was impeached by his province, was tried by them, the
emperor vehemently asserting "that he had merely given the man authority over the slaves and property of the
imperial establishments; that if he had taken upon himself the powers of a praetor and used military force, he
had disregarded his instructions; therefore they must hear the provincials. The cities of Asia, gratified by this
retribution and the punishment inflicted in the previous year on Caius Silanus, voted a temple to Tiberius, his
mother, and the Senate, and were permitted to build it. Nero thanked the Senators and his grandfather on their
behalf and carried with him the joyful sympathies of his audience, who, with the memory of Germanicus fresh
in their minds, imagined that it was his face they saw, his voice they heard. The youth too had a modesty and a
grace of person worthy of a prince, the more charming because of his peril from the notorious enmity of
Sejanus. Now however there was not the same choice as formerly, the primitive form of marriage having been
given up or being observed only by a few persons. So the Senate, Tiberius argued, ought to apply some
remedy by a decree of a law, as Augustus had accommodated certain relics of a rude antiquity to the modern
spirit. It was then decided, after a discussion of religious questions, that the institution of the priests of Jupiter
should remain unchanged. Maluginensis, the son, was chosen successor to his father. To raise the dignity of
the priesthood and to inspire the priests with more zeal in attending to the ceremonial, a gift of two million
sesterces was decreed to the Vestal Cornelia, chosen in the room of Scantia; and, whenever Augusta entered
the theatre, she was to have a place in the seats of the Vestals. Tiberius indeed, who was never friendly to the
house of Germanicus, was then vexed beyond endurance at their youth being honoured equally with his
declining years. He summoned the pontiffs, and asked them whether it was to the entreaties or the threats of
Agrippina that they had made this concession. And though they gave a flat denial, he rebuked them but gently,
for many of them were her own relatives or were leading men in the State. However he addressed a warning to
the Senate against encouraging pride in their young and excitable minds by premature honours. For Sejanus
spoke vehemently, and charged them with rending the State almost by civil war. The friendship of Germanicus
was fatal to both. As for Silius, his having commanded a great army for seven years, and won in Germany the
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distinctions of a triumph for his success in the war with Sacrovir, would make his downfall all the more
tremendous and so spread greater terror among others. All this the emperor regarded as undermining his own
power, which seemed to be unequal to the burden of such an obligation. For benefits received are a delight to
us as long as we think we can requite them; when that possibility is far exceeded, they are repaid with hatred
instead of gratitude.
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With Suilius was associated Sosibius, tutor to Britannicus, who was to give Claudius an apparently friendly
warning to beware of a power and wealth which threatened the throne. Thus grown famous in the capital, and
with a renown widely spread through the provinces, he was planning a journey to the armies of Germany.
Born at Vienna, and supported by numerous and powerful connections, he would find it easy to rouse nations
allied to his house. Latin 2[ edit ] No hearing before the Senate was granted him. It was at this last that the
accused broke silence, and burst out with the words, "Question thy own sons, Suilius; they will own my
manhood. Claudius he moved profoundly, and he even drew tears from Messalina. But as she left the chamber
to wipe them away, she warned Vitellius not to let the man escape. He then briefly reviewed the services of
Asiaticus to the State, his recent campaign in the invasion of Britain, and everything else which seemed likely
to win compassion, and suggested that he should be free to choose his death. Some friends urged on Asiaticus
the quiet death of self-starvation, but he declined it with thanks. So complete was his calmness even to the last.
Latin 4[ edit ] The senators were then convoked, and Suilius proceeded to find new victims in two knights of
the first rank who bore the surname of Petra. But it was a vision of the night that was the actual charge against
one of them. He had, it was alleged, beheld Claudius crowned with a garland of wheat, the ears of which were
turned downwards, and, from this appearance, he foretold scanty harvests. Some have said that it was a
vine-wreath, of which the leaves were white, which he saw, and that he interpreted it to signify the death of the
emperor after the turn of autumn. It is, however, beyond dispute that in consequence of some dream, whatever
it was, both the man and his brother perished. Vitellius bestowed a million on Sosibius, for giving Britannicus
the benefit of his teaching and Claudius that of his counsels. Latin 5[ edit ] Suilius after this plied his
accusations without cessation or pity, and his audacity had many rivals. By assuming to himself all the
functions of laws and magistrates, the emperor had left exposed everything which invited plunder, and of all
articles of public merchandise nothing was more venal than the treachery of advocates. Upon this, following
the lead of Silius, consul-elect, whose elevation and fall I shall in due course relate, the senators rose in a
body, and demanded the enforcement of the Cincian law, an old enactment, which forbade any one to receive
a fee or a gift for pleading a cause. Latin 6[ edit ] When the men, at whom this strong censure was levelled,
loudly protested, Silius, who had a quarrel with Suilius, attacked them with savage energy. He cited as
examples the orators of old who had thought fame with posterity the fairest recompense of eloquence. And,
"apart from this," he said, "the first of noble accomplishments was debased by sordid services, and even good
faith could not be upheld in its integrity, when men looked at the greatness of their gains. As it was, quarrels,
accusations, hatreds and wrongs were encouraged, in order that, as the violence of disease brings fees to the
physician, so the corruption of the forum might enrich the advocate. A resolution was being framed to bring
the guilty under the law of extortion, when Suilius and Cossutianus and the rest who saw themselves
threatened with punishment rather than trial, for their guilt was manifest, gathered round the emperor, and
prayed forgiveness for the past. Latin 7[ edit ] When he had nodded assent, they began to plead their cause. It
is for the needs and the business of life that the resource of eloquence is acquired, thanks to which no one for
want of an advocate is at the mercy of the powerful. But eloquence cannot be obtained for nothing; private
affairs are neglected, in order that a man may devote himself to the business of others. Some support life by
the profession of arms, some by cultivating land. No work is expected from any one of which he has not
before calculated the profits. We have examples at hand. How great were the fees for which Publius Clodius
and Caius Curio were wont to speak! We are ordinary senators, seeking in the tranquillity of the State for none
but peaceful gains. You must consider the plebeian, how he gains distinction from the gown. Take away the
rewards of a profession, and the profession must perish. He limited the fee which might be taken to ten
thousand sesterces, and those who exceeded this limit were to be liable to the penalties of extortion. Gotarzes,
among his many cruelties, had caused the death of his brother Artabanus, with his wife and son. Hence his
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people feared for themselves and sent for Vardanes. Ever ready for daring achievements, Vardanes traversed
miles in two days, and drove before him the surprised and terrified Gotarzes. Rage against the place, which
indeed had also revolted from his father, rather than considerations of policy, made him embarrass himself
with the siege of a strong city, which the defence of a river flowing by it, with fortifications and supplies, had
thoroughly secured. Latin 9[ edit ] Then it was that while the forces of the East were divided, and hesitated
which side they should take, the opportunity of occupying Armenia was presented to Mithridates, who had the
vigorous soldiers of Rome to storm the fortified heights, while his Iberian cavalry scoured the plain. The
Armenians made no resistance after their governor, Demonax, had ventured on a battle and had been routed.
Cotys, king of Lesser Armenia, to whom some of the nobles inclined, caused some delay, but he was stopped
by a despatch from Claudius, and then everything passed into the hands of Mithridates, who showed more
cruelty than was wise in a new ruler. The Parthian princes however, just when they were beginning battle,
came to a sudden agreement, on discovering a plot among their people, which Gotarzes revealed to his
brother. At first they approached each other with hesitation; then, joining right hands, they promised before
the altars of their gods to punish the treachery of their enemies and to yield one to the other. Vardanes seemed
more capable of retaining rule. Gotarzes, to avoid all rivalry, retired into the depths of Hyrcania. When
Vardanes returned, Seleucia capitulated to him, seven years after its revolt, little to the credit of the Parthians,
whom a single city had so long defied. Latin 10[ edit ] He then visited the strongest governments, and was
eager to recover Armenia, but was stopped by Vibius Marsus, governor of Syria, who threatened war.
Meanwhile Gotarzes, who repented of having relinquished his throne, at the solicitation of the nobility, to
whom subjection is a special hardship in peace, collected a force. There his successes terminated. The
Parthians, victorious though they were, rebelled against distant service. So after erecting monuments on which
he recorded his greatness, and the tribute won from peoples from whom no Arsacid had won it before, he
returned covered with glory, and therefore the more haughty and more intolerable to his subjects than ever.
They arranged a plot, and slew him when he was off his guard and intent upon the chase. He was still in his
first youth, and might have been one of the illustrious few among aged princes, had he sought to be loved by
his subjects as much as to be feared by his foes. The murder of Vardanes threw the affairs of Parthia into
confusion, as the people were in doubt who should be summoned to the throne. Many inclined to Gotarzes,
some to Meherdates, a descendant of Phraates, who was a hostage in our hands. Established in the palace, he
drove the Parthians by his cruelty and profligacy to send a secret entreaty to the Roman emperor that
Meherdates might be allowed to mount the throne of his ancestors. Latin 11[ edit ] It was during this
consulship, in the eight hundredth year after the foundation of Rome and the sixty-fourth after their celebration
by Augustus that the secular games were exhibited. While Claudius sat to witness the games of the circus,
some of the young nobility acted on horseback the battle of Troy. The stronger popular enthusiasm which
greeted him was taken to presage his greatness. It was commonly reported that snakes had been seen by his
cradle, which they seemed to guard, a fabulous tale invented to match the marvels of other lands. Nero, never
a disparager of himself, was wont to say that but one snake, at most, had been seen in his chamber. Latin 12[
edit ] Something however of popular favour was bequeathed to him from the remembrance of Germanicus,
whose only male descendant he was, and the pity felt for his mother Agrippina was increased by the cruelty of
Messalina, who, always her enemy, and then more furious than ever, was only kept from planning an
accusation and suborning informers by a new and almost insane passion. She had grown so frantically
enamoured of Caius Silius, the handsomest of the young nobility of Rome, that she drove from his bed Junia
Silana, a high-born lady, and had her lover wholly to herself. Silius was not unconscious of his wickedness
and his peril; but a refusal would have insured destruction, and he had some hope of escaping exposure; the
prize too was great, and so he consoled himself by awaiting the future and enjoying the present. As for her,
careless of concealment, she went continually with a numerous retinue to his house, she haunted his steps,
showered on him wealth and honours, and, at last, as though empire had passed to another, the slaves, the
freedmen, the very furniture of the emperor were to been seen in the possession of the paramour. Latin 13[ edit
] Claudius meanwhile, who knew nothing about his wife, and was busy with his functions as censor, published
edicts severely rebuking the lawlessness of the people in the theatre, when they insulted Caius Pomponius, an
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ex-consul, who furnished verses for the stage, and certain ladies of rank. He also conveyed by an aqueduct into
Rome the waters which flow from the hills of Simbrua. And he likewise invented and published for use some
new letters, having discovered, as he said, that even the Greek alphabet had not been completed at once. Latin
14[ edit ] It was the Egyptians who first symbolized ideas, and that by the figures of animals. These records,
the most ancient of all human history, are still seen engraved on stone. According to one account, it was
Cecrops of Athens or Linus of Thebes, or Palamedes of Argos in Trojan times who invented the shapes of
sixteen letters, and others, chiefly Simonides, added the rest. And so the Latin letters have the same form as
the oldest Greek characters. At first too our alphabet was scanty, and additions were afterwards made.
Following this precedent Claudius added three letters, which were employed during his reign and
subsequently disused. These may still be seen on the tablets of brass set up in the squares and temples, on
which new statutes are published. Latin 15[ edit ] Claudius then brought before the Senate the subject of the
college of "haruspices," that, as he said, "the oldest of Italian sciences might not be lost through negligence. It
had often happened in evil days for the State that advisers had been summoned at whose suggestion
ceremonies had been restored and observed more duly for the future. The nobles of Etruria, whether of their
own accord or at the instigation of the Roman Senate, had retained this science, making it the inheritance of
distinct families. It was now less zealously studied through the general indifference to all sound learning and
to the growth of foreign superstitions. At present all is well, but we must show gratitude to the favour of
Heaven, by taking care that the rites observed during times of peril may not be forgotten in prosperity. They
had lost all their nobles in their civil wars, and there was left but one scion of the royal house, Italicus by
name, who lived at Rome. The youth himself was of distinguished beauty, a skilful horseman and swordsman
both after our fashion and that of his country. So the emperor made him a present of money, furnished him
with an escort, and bade him enter with a good heart on the honours of his house. He was winning fame
among his neighbours and even far beyond them, when some who had found their fortune in party feuds,
jealous of his power, fled to the tribes on the border, protesting that Germany was being robbed of her ancient
freedom, and that the might of Rome was on the rise. It is idle to put forward the name of Arminius. Had even
the son of Arminius come to the throne after growing to manhood on a hostile soil, he might well be dreaded,
corrupted as he would be by the bread of dependence, by slavery, by luxury, by all foreign habits. No less
numerous were the partisans of Italicus. Superior as he was to all others in noble birth, should they not put his
valour to the test, and see whether he showed himself worthy of his uncle Arminius and his grandfather
Catumerus? He need not blush because his father had never relinquished the loyalty which, with the consent of
the Germans, he had promised to Rome. The name of liberty was a lying pretext in the mouths of men who,
base in private, dangerous in public life, had nothing to hope except from civil discord. After a fierce conflict
among the barbarians, the king was victorious. Latin 18[ edit ] It was during the same period that the Chauci,
free, as it happened, from dissension at home and emboldened by the death of Sanquinius, made, while
Corbulo was on his way, an inroad into Lower Germany, under the leadership of Gannascus. This man was of
the tribe of the Canninefates, had served long as our auxiliary, had then deserted, and, getting some light
vessels, had made piratical descents specially on the coast of Gaul, inhabited, he knew, by a wealthy and
unwarlike population. Corbulo meanwhile entered the province with careful preparation and soon winning a
renown of which that campaign was the beginning, he brought his triremes up the channel of the Rhine and the
rest of his vessels up the estuaries and canals to which they were adapted. No one was to fall out of the line; no
one was to fight without orders. At the outposts, on guard, in the duties of day and of night, they were always
to be under arms. One soldier, it was said, had suffered death for working at the trenches without his sword,
another for wearing nothing as he dug, but his poniard. We may be sure that he was strict and implacable to
serious offences, when such sternness in regard to trifles could be believed of him.
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The senators were then convoked, and Suilius proceeded to find new victims in two knights of the first rank who bore the
surname of Petra. The real cause of their destruction was that they had lent their house for the meetings of Mnester and
PoppÃ¦a. But it was a vision of the night that was the.

Advanced Search Abstract Background: Retrospective audit of oxaliplatin-naive colorectal cancer patients 87
adjuvant, palliative who received at least one cycle of CapOx. Two patients developed PN after CapOx
completion despite no symptoms during treatment. Chronic PN at 12 months was associated with cumulative
oxaliplatin dose but not age, gender, acute myotonia, pseudolaryngospasm or grade 2 or more PN during
treatment. A common and dose-limiting side-effect is peripheral neuropathy PN , which has two clinically
distinct syndromes i. This usually resolves within hours or days. Chronic sensory PN can cause paraesthesia,
dysaesthesia, hypoaesthesia and impaired proprioception, vibration and temperature sensation in the hands and
feet, with detrimental effects on walking or fine motor skills. However, neuropathy may worsen or first
develop after treatment completion, making prediction and prevention of chronic PN problematic [ 4 , 5 ]. In
the majority of patients, chronic PN resolves within months but our clinical experience is that an important
subgroup is left with significant long-term problems. Oxaliplatin is commonly administered with
5-fluorouracil e. Our clinical impression is that substantially more patients have developed troublesome acute
and chronic PN with CapOx than we would have anticipated from published evidence [ 6 , 9 ] and our concern
was that this was related to the higher, although less frequent oxaliplatin dose. We, therefore, aimed to
determine the incidence and associations of i acute PN that impaired function and resulted in reduced dose
intensity and ii chronic PN that impaired function 6 and 12 months after completing CapOx in colorectal
cancer patients. Oxaliplatin was delayed if there was persistent paraesthesia on day 21 and if associated with
pain or functional impairment, the dose was reduced once symptoms resolved. Capecitabine and oxaliplatin
doses were adjusted for other toxic effects according to the standard protocol [ 7 ]. During follow-up, if the
CTCAE grade was not stated, it was inferred where possible from descriptions in the medical notes. If not
mentioned, PN was assumed to be absent. Data were extracted from the medical notes, anonymised and
analysed using SPSS v. Data were described and associations of PN were examined using Mannâ€”Whitney
tests and chi-squared tests as appropriate. The number of chemotherapy cycles received is shown in Table 1.
Number of oxaliplatin and capecitabine cycles received by adjuvant and palliative patients.
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The Second Edition, corrected. Peele; And Sold by J. Osborn, at the Golden Ball, in Pater-noster Row. His arts
and wicked courses to gain the Empire. The administration changes for the worse, chiefly by his means. Its
lenity and plausibleness hitherto. Tiberius, upon the death of Drusus, recommends to the Senate the two sons
of Germanicus. Sejanus, in pursuit of his designs, lays snares for Agrippina and her children. Tiberius hears
the deputies of divers cities and provinces. The Players and Pantomimes, for their insolent behaviour, banished
from Italy. A new priest of Jupiter, with new regulations about his office. The zeal of the Pontifs and other
Magistrates towards the sons of Germanicus, resented by Tiberius, and of fatal tendency to the young Princes.
Silius his accusation and condemnation. A capital charge against Cn. Cassius, and Plautius Silvanus. The war
raised by Tacfarinas in Africa, ended by the conduct of P. Dolabella; Tacfarinas himself slain. A servile war
ready to break out in Italy, but presently suppressed. Vibius Serenus accused of treason by his own son.
Suilius and others condemned, particularly Cremutius Cordus the Historian, for praising Brutus and
Cassiusâ€”his fine defence and voluntary death. His book ordered to be burnt, yet continued to be read. The
City of Cysicus bereft of its liberties. Tiberius rejects the offer of a temple and divine honours from the people
of Spain. Sejanus, as a step to empire, desires the widow of Drusus in marriage. The artful answer and refusal
of Tiberius. Deputies from Greece heard concerning their right to certain sanctuaries. Claudia Pulchra accused
of adultery and condemned. Agrippina desires leave of the Emperor to marry, but is refused. A contest
between eleven Asiatic cities about erecting a Temple to Tiberius: Smyrna is preferred to all the rest. Tiberius
retires from Rome. His great peril in a certain cave: Sejanus, to save the Emperor, exposes himself: Hence the
fresh increase of his power. He suborns instruments to procure the destruction of Nero, the eldest son of
Germanicus, with a further purpose to overthrow his whole house. A great fire at Rome. Titus Sabinus, a
faithful friend to Germanicus and his family, wickedly ensnared and betrayed. His tragical doom, and its
effects upon the minds of men. The death of Julia, grand-daughter of Augustus. The Frisians revolt; the
unsuccessful attempts of Lucius Apronius to subdue them. Agrippina the younger given in marriage to Cn.
When Caius Asinius and Caius Antistius were Consuls, Tiberius was in his ninth year, the state composed, and
his family flourishing for the death of Germanicus he reckoned amongst the incidents of his prosperity when
suddenly fortune began Edition: Of his power I have above made mention; I shall now explain his original, his
manners, and by what black deeds he strove to snatch the Sovereignty. Next by various artifices he so
enchanted Tiberius, that he who to all others was dark and unsearchable, became to Sejanus alone destitute of
all restraint and caution; neither did he so much accomplish this by any superior efforts of policy for at his
own stratagems he was vanquished by others as by the rage of the Gods against the Roman State, to which he
proved alike destructive when he flourished and when he fell. His person was hardy and equal to fatigues, his
spirit daring, sedulously disguising his own counsels, prone to blacken others, alike fawning and imperious,
his deportment exactly modest, his heart fostering all the lust of domination, and, with this view, engaged
sometimes in profusion and luxury, often in notable application and vigilance, qualities no less pernicious,
Edition: Neither did the Senate escape his court, whilst he daily distinguished his followers in it with offices
and provinces; for Tiberius was intirely complying, nay, so passionate for him, that not in conversation only,
but in his speeches to the Senate and people, he extolled him, as the sharer of his burdens, and even allowed
his Effigies to be publicly adored, in the several Theatres, in all places of popular convention, nay at the head
of the Legions. He, however, chose the darkest method, and to begin with Drusus; against whom he was
transported with a fresh motive of rage. For, Drusus, impatient of a rival, and in his temper inflammable, had,
upon some occasional contest, shaken his fist at Sejanus, and, as he prepared to resist, given him a blow on the
face. As he therefore cast about for every expedient of revenge, the readiest seemed to apply to Livia his wife;
she was the sister of Germanicus, and from an uncomely person in her childhood, became afterwards
exceeding lovely. As he personated a vehement passion for this Lady, he tempted her to adultery, and having
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accomplished the first iniquity nor will a woman, who has sacrificed her chastity, stick at any other he
prompted her to higher views, those of marriage, of a partnership in the Empire, nay, the murder of her
husband. Thus she, the niece of Augustus, the daughter-in-law of Tiberius, the mother of children by Drusus,
defiled herself, her ancestors, and her posterity, with an adulterer from one of the Municipal Towns, and all to
exchange an honourable condition possessed, for pursuits altogether flagitious and uncertain. Into a fellowship
in the guilt was assumed Eudemus, Physician to Edition: Sejanus too, to avoid the jealousy of the adulteress,
discharged from his bed Apicata his wife, by whom he had three children. But still the mightiness of the
iniquity terrified them, and thence created delays, and frequently opposite counsels. During this, in the
beginning of the year, Drusus, one of the sons of Germanicus, put on the manly Robe, and upon him the
Senate conferred the same honours decreed before to his brother Nero. Now again was revived by Tiberius the
proposal of a progress into the Provinces, a stale proposal, but often feigned. Italy was on each side guarded
by two fleets, one at Misenum, one at Ravenna; and the coast joining to Gaul, by the Gallies taken by
Augustus at the Battle of Actium, and sent powerfully manned to Forojulium. But the chief strength lay upon
the Rhine, even eight Legions, as a common guard upon the Germans and the Gauls. The reduction of Spain,
lately completed, was maintained by three. Four Legions kept in subjection all the mighty range of country,
extending from Syria as far as the Euphrates, and bordering upon the Iberians, Albanians, and other
Principalities, who by our might are protected against foreign Powers. It will, I believe, fall in properly here to
review also the other parts of the Administration, and by what measures it was hitherto conducted, till with the
beginning of this year the Government of Tiberius began to change terribly for the worse. First then, all
public, and every private business of moment, was determined by the Senate; to the great men he allowed
liberty of debate, those who in their debates lapsed into flattery, he checked; in conferring preferments, he
considered ancient nobility, renown in war abroad, and civil accomplishments at home; insomuch that it was
manifest, his choice could not have been better. The tributes, duties, and all public receipts, were directed by
companies of Roman Knights; the management of his own revenue he committed to those well known to
himself for Edition: The populace were indeed aggrieved by the dearth of provisions, but without any fault of
the Prince, nay, he spared no possible expence nor pains to remedy the effects of barrenness in the earth, and
of wrecks at sea. He provided that the Provinces should not be oppressed with new impositions, and that no
extortion, or violence should be committed by the Magistrates in raising the old; no infamous corporal
punishments were inflicted there, no confiscations of goods. The first advances to Sovereignty are steep and
perillous, but, when once you are entered, parties and instruments are ready to espouse you. Already a Camp
for the Guards was formed, by the pleasure and authority of the Captain; into his hands the soldiers were
delivered; in the Theatre of Pompey his Statue was beheld; in his grandchildren would be mixed the blood of
the Drusi with that of Sejanus. After all this, what remained but to supplicate his modesty to rest contented
here. Sejanus therefore judging it time to dispatch, chose such a poison as by operating gradually, might
preserve the appearances of a casual disease. This was administered to Drusus by Lygdus the Eunuch, as, eight
years after, was learnt. Now, during all the days of his illness, Tiberius disclosed no symptoms of anguish
perhaps from oftentation of a firmness of spirit nay, when he had expired, and while he was yet unburied, he
entered the Senate, and finding the Consuls placed upon a common seat, as a testimony of their grief, he
admonished them of their dignity and station; and, as the Senators burst into tears, he smothered his rising
sighs, and animated them by a Speech uttered without hesitation. Drusus being snatched from us, to you I
address the same prayers, and in the presence of the Gods, in the face of your country, I adjure you, receive
into your protection, take under your tuition the great grand-children of Augustus, children, descended from
ancestors the most glorious in the State. Towards them fulfil your own, fulfil my duty. To the memory of
Drusus were decreed the same solemnities as to that of Germanicus, with many superadded, agreeably to the
genius of flattery, which delights in surpassing and additions. In relating the death of Drusus, I have followed
the greatest part of our Historians, and the most faithful. I would not, however, omit a rumour which in those
times was so prevailing that it is not extinguished in ours, Edition: For, who of common prudence much less
Tiberius, so long practised in great affairs would present to his own son, without hearing him, the mortal bane,
with his own hands too, and cutting off for ever all possibility of retraction? Why would he not rather have
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tortured the minister of the poison? Why not inquired into the contriver? Why not observed Edition: But as
Sejanus was reckoned the framer of every wickedness, therefore, from the excessive fondness of Tiberius
towards him, and from the hatred of others towards both, things the most fabulous and direful were believed of
them; besides that common fame is ever most fraught with tales of horrour upon the departure of Princes. In
truth, the plan and process of the murder were first discovered by Apicata, wife of Sejanus, and laid open upon
the rack by Eudemus and Lygdus. Nor has any Writer appeared so outrageous to charge it upon Tiberius,
though in other instances they have sedulously collected and inflamed every action of his. My own purpose in
recounting and censuring this rumour, was to blast, by so glaring an example, the credit of groundless tales,
and to request of those into whose hands our present undertaking shall come, that they would not prefer
hear-says, void of credibility and rashly swallowed, to the narrations of truth not adulterated with romance.
Now, whilst Tiberius was pronouncing in public the Panegyric of his son, the Senate and people assumed the
port and accent of mourners, rather in appearance than cordially; and in their hearts exulted to see the house of
Germanicus begin to revive. But this dawn of fortune, and the conduct of Agrippina, ill Edition: For Sejanus,
when he saw the death of Drusus pass unrevenged upon his murderers, and no public lamentation following it,
undaunted now in villainy, since his first efforts had succeeded, devised with himself, how to destroy the sons
of Germanicus, whose succession to the Empire was now unquestionable. There were three of them, and, from
the distinguished fidelity of their Governours, and incorruptible chastity of Agrippina, could not be all
circumvented by poyson. Such too as were nearest the person of Agrippina, were Edition: Tiberius the while,
no ways relaxing the cares of Government, but applying for consolation to affairs, attended the administration
of justice at Rome, and dispatched the petitions from the Provinces. Vibius Serenus too, Proconsul of the
furthermost Spain, was condemned for arbitrary administration, and for the savageness of his conduct
banished into the isle of Amorgos. Carsius Sacerdos, charged with supplying corn to the enemy Tacfarinas,
was acquitted, as was Caius Gracchus of the same crime. This Caius was in his childhood carried by his father
Sempronius into the island Cercina, as a companion in his exile, he grew up there amongst fugitives, and men
destitute of liberal education, and afterwards sustained himself by sordid traffic between Africa and Sicily.
The Samians claimed upon a Decree of the Council of Amphictions, the supreme Judicature of Greece, at the
time when the Greeks by their cities founded in Asia, possessed the maritime coasts. It was Lucillius Longus,
the inseparable companion of all the traverses of his fortune, smiling or sad, and, of all the Senators, the only
one who accompanied him in his retirement at Rhodes. For this reason, though but a new man, the Senate
decreed him a public funeral, and a statue to be placed, at the expence of the Treasury, in the square of
Augustus. For the just vengeance, and that inflicted the year before on Caius Silanus, the cities of Asia decreed
a Temple to Tiberius, and his Mother, and the Senate, and obtained leave to build it. For this concession Nero
made a speech of thanks to the Senators and his grandfather, a speech which charmed the affections of his
hearers, who, as they were full of the Edition: There was also in the youth himself an engaging modesty, and a
gracefulness becoming a princely person; ornaments, which, by the known hatred that threatened him from
Sejanus, became still more dear and revered.
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